From Portugal
to the World

Health is
about us
It’s about having a better life and
it goes beyond treatment.
It’s about a comprehensive industry
that makes new technologies and
devices available, develops new
methods, provides data the size of
the world, overcomes challenges
and brings new medicines and
treatments quickly within reach of
people.
It’s about science, research,
healthcare, engineering and
innovation.
Made by people to people, this is
Health Portugal. From Portugal
to the world.

“There’s been a big change in the
society that brings new challenges
to both healthcare and technology.
We have the privilege to be a major
player in both of these areas.”
Nuno Vasco Lopes
CEO Glintt

“Portugal has been developing
a solid health industry with
increasing global competitiveness
in active ingredients, innovative
medicines and medical devices.”
António Portela
CEO Bial

Global ideas
Global evolution

Better Health

In Portugal the quest for better
health has been giving fast and real
answers to global issues.

The call for better health and life
is resonant in Portugal. It pushes
education, It empowers people to
create sustainable businesses,
grounded in qualified human
resources, scientific quality and
technological recognition.

With a renown academic track
record, a versatile and dynamic
industry, an innovative mindset of
talented people and a balanced
healthcare system open to evolution.
We offer the perfect setting for
testing global ideas.

“Portuguese companies develop
processes and produce active
ingredients. We export globally and
enjoy a good quality track record.”
Guy Villax
CEO Hovione

“Portuguese companies are
creating trends either in
services or produts such
as in the remote monitoring
segment. We offer state of the
art solutions in smart health.”
Rita Cristóvão
CEO Plux – Wireless Biosignals

Health Portugal

From Portugal
to the World

Health Portugal integrates, in a
cross-cutting and aggregating
way, the national health offer in
its various verticals.

Grounded in a culture of quality,
expertise and innovation, Health
Portugal brings together the Health
value chain in all its dimensions.

It includes the organizations
operating in the sector,
their products and services,
representing the actors and
promoters: from universities,
to care providers, through R&D
institutes and companies.

Our ambition? To support the
international projection and
dissemination of Health made in
Portugal, as an invisible “bond” that
unites us all in the strategic mission
of boosting its visibility.
From Portugal to the World.

“If in the last ten years we have
made a huge transition into the
digitalization of this system, the
next step is clearly a bet on data
collection and data treatment.”
Luís Menezes
CEO Unilabs Portugal

“Clinical trials are a key research tool
for advancing medical knowledge
and patient care. During the
last years, Portugal achieved
competitiveness in this field based
on well trained professionals and
good infrastructure.”
“The people that are engaged both
on the research side as well as in
the healthcare assistance makes
Portugal the perfect lab for us to
increase the quality of the clinical
studies.”
Nuno Sousa
President School of Medicine
of University of Minho

Ana Raimundo
Medical Oncologist CUF

We are Health
Portugal

“The comprehensive Portuguese
health ecosystem and the growing
culture of ideation and innovation,
coupled with the country’s size,
position us as an ideal living lab
to pilot bold solutions for smarter
health and care.”
Salvador de Mello
President Health Cluster Portugal
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